
Integrated solutions for meeting success
For any local or regional council, meetings are a crucial part of effecting change and achieving results. That’s why 
getting everyone in the room, making decisions on public issues and creating a transparent public record is key. But 
running efficient meetings typically involves a lot of time, money, and manual effort. From meeting preparations over 
managing the discussion to making sure the record is available to all citizens. Televic makes meetings more effi-
cient by giving you integrated software and hardware solutions.

    CREATE EFFICIENT COUNCIL MEETINGS

For PARTICIPANTS 
 » Hear and be heard with clarity
 » Easiliy identify with badges
 » Securely vote

For CLERKS 
 » Prepare and control meetings
 » Work in a paper-smart way
 » Reduce preparation times

For CITIZENS 
 » Deliver transparency
 » Create an audiovisual record
 » Stream meetings



BEFORE the meeting
Traditionally, preparing a meeting often 
involves a lot of manual work. Clerks 
need to:

 » collect documents
 » draft agenda topics and subtopics
 » prepare voting sessions with specific 

options or restrictions
 » set up speech timers for speakers
 » create names and seats for every 

participant
 » get a visual overview of the meeting 

room

DURING the meeting
A typical meeting is a dynamic and some-
times complex process, where a clerk may 
need to juggle a lot of tasks at once:

 » making sure the right participant can 
speak

 » managing the list of speakers who 
request to speak

 » controlling the microphones (on, off, 
request)

 » adding or removing participants
 » pausing and resuming meetings
 » allowing participants to vote
 » ensuring voting results are available 

on displays in the room
 » advance agenda topics and subtopics 

and rearrange them on the fly
 » controlling the volume
 » participant
 » get a visual overview of the meeting 

room

AFTER the meeting
A successful meeting doesn’t end when 
the meeting is over. It starts with creating 
a transparent audio and video record 
that’s publicly available. You may want to:

 » Create full audio and video 
recordings with statistics and 
metadata

 » Archive and stream a meeting 
recording on demand

 » Search the recording for a specific 
intervention or event

 » Make voting results available
 » Allow easy transcription of the 

meeting

Everything a clerk needs in one seamless and 
integrated system. Meet T-Council.

Televic makes it easy for clerks to manage the entire meeting process with integrated solutions that saves time, 
money, and manual labor. Clerks are in the driver seat before, during, and after the meeting with all options 
right at their fingertips in one clear interface. By automating the process, using templates, and working in a paper-
smart way, running a successful meeting becomes efficient and error-free.

With T-Council, clerks are in full control of the entire meeting from start to finish. Whether it’s importing an 
agenda and assign seats or managing the speaker and request lists or even controlling voting and camera tracking. 
A clear, easy to use and consisten interface ensures that meetings become easy to manage without any information 
overload or complex software options. Everything is right at the clerk’s fingertips. 



Giving participants the tools they need to 
reach the right decision.

Televic offers state-of-the-art discussion systems that are tried and trusted through decades of experience. 
Every device is engineered for superb sound quality and reliable functionality. Whether it’s simply having a discussion, 
using a badge to authenticate, vote, or even listen to a simultaneous interpretation channel. Since every discussion 
venue is different, Televic offers different systems to get a perfect fit with the meeting room.

basic 
Discussion 

Get the message across with perfect 
clarity and record the entire meeting.

 » Control the discussion
 » Hear and be heard better
 » Record audio on the central engine

advanced 
Discussion & Voting 

Take meetings to the next level with 
voting and authentication. And 
display information on a central
signage screen for everyone to see.

 » Control the discussion
 » Hear and be heard better
 » Record audio on the central engine
 » Voting
 » Identification
 » Hall display
 » eGov connection & integration

multimedia 
Discussion, Voting & 
Multimedia
Use video to make meetings more inter-
active and use camera tracking to bring 
participants into focus.

 » Control the discussion
 » Hear and be heard better
 » Record audio on the central engine
 » Voting
 » Identification
 » Hall display
 » eGov connection & integration
 » Multimedia content on individual 

touch screen displays



GET IN TOUCH »

Televic Conference
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+32 51 30 30 45
conference@televic.com
www.televic-conference.com

Flexible solutions for successful meetings

DISCUSSION
 » basic discussion options
 » audio recording
 » wired plug & play system

ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
 » basic discussion options
 » audio recording
 » voting
 » identification
 » hall display options
 » software integrations (eGov)
 » wired and/or wireless

MULTIMEDIA
 » basic discussion options
 » audio recording
 » voting
 » identification
 » hall display options
 » software integrations (eGov)
 » wired and/or wireless
 » multimedia content on each screen

OPTIONS
 » camera control
 » audio recording
 » video recording & streaming
 » video-on-demand
 » bring-your-own-device


